Today you will start writing the journals. Please follow the directions below. Document should be shared with teacher via Google Docs.

- **Fictionalized accounts based on the documents and images.**
  - Should have at least 2 journals based on the following roles:
    - African or enslaved African
    - Slave Trader/sailor or European observer
    - Plantation owner or plantation owner’s wife
  - Journal should be one page written document (option for video diary with accompanying citation document available)
    - Should accompany the sites built (one or both) and make specific reference to them as settings
    - Should show evidence based on documents, making this accurate historical fiction
      - Should consider the following questions and then find the support for how you would answer in the documents:
        - How would this person act or feel?
        - Where would this person be and what would they be doing?
        - How and with whom would this person be interacting?
  - Should parenthetically cite any component of journal influenced by documents
  - Must clearly identify or indicate
    - Date (or date range)
    - Role of person writing the journal